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A constructive criticism of the "standard pap 
of T.V. programming. 

A Proposal To 

Countervail Brainwashing 

by Paul Goodman 

The British government's Television Bill, now up in Commons, proposes a graduated tax on 
the advertising of commercial stations: the first $4 million exempt, up to $17 million at 25 per cent, 
above $17 million at 45 per cent. Naturally the networks have howled?four of them (out of fifteen 

independent companies) carry two-thirds of the total advertising and will pay the maximum. We 
must remember that in both England and Canada there is already a background of protest at "un 
fair" governmental practice, since public taxes largely pay for BBC and CBC which are in pretty 
direct competition with the privately owned stations. On the other hand, it is a principle of the parlia 

mentary Pilkington Report that, since government licenses the channels, it has a right to limit the 

profits. 
In form, and no doubt somewhat in intention, the proposed tax is for revenue, but it has cultural 

purposes as well. The Pilkington Report was critical of commercial programming aiming at the 

biggest possible audience. The proposed tax will weigh on the networks that practice mass-appeal 
with the most crashing success, and it will encourage stations making a bid for more modest and 
varied audiences. The argument, continually reiterated by the networks in the United States, that 
smaller enterprises cannot provide the magnificent programming and coverage of the giants, does 

not carry much weight in England. (Maybe the British are less shameless.) 
Let us consider a similar expedient for our own country; but I want to put it in a more funda 

mental political and constitutional context, indeed a crisis of democracy more acute here than in 

any other democratic country. In the United States we are confronted with three mutually aggravat 

ing factors: the increasing concentration of power over communications in fewer and fewer centers 
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of decision, the galloping growth of the audi 
ences of the mass-media of every kind, and the 

interlocking and accommodation in style and 
content of the mass-media whether or not there 

are different centers of control. (E.g., the same 

news from the three giant news services goes 
over the three giant networks, and it is abstract 

ed for the Junior Scholastic distributed in the 

giant elementary-school systems.) These fac 

tors must inevitably result in general brain 

washing. 
I therefore propose, a tax to be graduated 

directly on the size of the audience of the mass 

medium, and with the revenue to be earmarked 
as a special fund for the subsidy of competing 
independent small enterprises selected on any 

plausible principle. Now the purpose of this is 
not to punish attracting mass-audiences; in a 

modern society, much communication must be 

provided on a mass basis; the tax need not be 

high. The purpose is to affirm that the attrac 
tion of any mass-audience is a potential danger 
to genuine democracy and entails a correspond 

ing responsibility on the part of the mass-media 
to see to it that the public does not become 
brainwashed and that rival opinions get abroad 
and rival attitudes get a hearing. The idea is to 
build in a self-corrective: as the danger in 

creases, the antidote must increase. 

The danger is not directly in the bigness of 
the broadcasting or publishing enterprises as 
businesses or complexes of technology, but in 
the concentration of control over what is broad 

cast or printed. If, by exception, it can be 
shown that a merger of broadcasting stations or 

publishers exists for merely managerial and 

technical reasons (including profits), but that 
the subsidiaries really maintain their independ 
ence with regard to what is communicated, then 

the "mass-audience" would be subdivided ac 

cordingly. I doubt that many such cases exist. 

Far more common are the cases where, even 

with separate ownership and management, 
there is an agreement 

? 
e.g., among publisher, 

book club, serializer, movie producer, etc. ? to 

merchandise a product for a vast audience;1 and 

the shake-ups in the editorial departments that 
follow on mergers are usually in the direction 
of producing a more standard design for the 

bigger presses and the combined sales-forces. 

That is, to meet our purpose, the mass-audience 
tax must be levied according to the average 
audience of a broadcaster, circulation of a mag 
azine or newspaper, or copies sold by a pub 
lisher or combination, where there is clear-cut 
evidence of a centralized editorial decision. 

"Centralized editorial decision" would certainly 
be difficult to define; but the very effort of the 
enterprisers to evade the tax would be benefi 
cent toward more various communications. 

2 

Consider the situation in broadcasting, as the 
most obvious producer of standard pap. The 
FCC, granting the licenses to channels, is em 

powered to demand public service, fair play in 

politics, and a kind of reasonable coverage. 
But it is impossible in the nature of things for 
these values to be built into their system by the 

giant networks themselves. Concede to them 
the most benevolent intentions and deepest 
sense of responsibility 

? there is not a shred of 

evidence that NBC, CBS, or ABC has either of 
these, except as convenient for their image and 

security from criticism and regulation 
? nev 

ertheless, big administrators must always decide 

according to their characters and stations as big 
administrators. To them and the staffs they 
select, many a program will necessarily be be 

yond the pale, and much will be entirely un 
heard of; it might be beautiful, useful, and wise, 
but it will not appear on the screen. And every 

thing, as we know, is colored and trimmed by 
audience-flattery and deference to sponsors. 

Take, for instance, the herculean efforts of 
Messrs. Sarnoff and Stanton (of NBC and 
CBS) to have Congress rescind the regulation 
for equal time for all parties on the ballot. Cer 

tainly national advertisers will not underwrite 
the speeches of "quixotic" parties like Socialist 

Labor ? the adjective "quixotic" is Mr. Sarn 

off's; the audience would be too limited, not to 

speak of the Image. But on this principle, Fre 
mont would not have had the air in 1856, 
though Lincoln won in 1860; and Stuart 

Hughes, with his moderate plea for a test ban, 
would not have had the air in 1962 in Massa 
chusetts. Let us remember that the Socialist 
platform for 1912 ? which would not have 
had the air ? asked for Women's Suffrage, a 

48-hour week, child labor laws, the conserva 

tion of natural resources. Mr. Sarnoff often 

speaks with pride of the great things that TV 
has done for democracy (the Nixon-Kennedy 
"debates"); frankly, I don't believe him. . . . 

I don't mean that he is lying, just too brain 
washed to know what he is saying. 

It is as impossible for the networks to deter 
mine a "reasonable" coverage of political or 
moral controversy or advance-guard art as it is 

for school-administrators, trained and staffed by 
graduate-schools of Education, to engage in or 

to research authentic educational experiment; 
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or for enterprises like Lincoln Center to do any 
thing for new art. The accepted premises pre 

judge the projects, and the choice of personnel 
is inevitably incestuous. Another even more 
serious analogy: we cannot expect that police 

men or the office of the Attorney General will 

protect liberty. They cannot think that way. 
Thus when, under modern conditions, the po 
lice have an immense technology of electronic 

filing-systems, a national network, a huge staff 
? so that a man charged in Tallahassee is with 

in minutes confronted with a years-old record 

from Spokane 
? it becomes necessary elabo 

rately to subsidize the accused, to give him a 
fair break in court. I take it that this is the 

point of Representative Kastenmeier's bill for a 
Public Defender. It is something similar that I 
am here proposing to counteract the inevitable 
effect of brainwashing by the interlocking mass 

media. 

Some statesmen have proposed the estab 

lishment of a competitive government network, 
like BBC or CBC. I do not think that this an 
swers the need, especially in the political tradi 
tion of this country. Contrasted with the Brit 

ish, we are weak in civil liberties and moral 

courage; and the culture of our legislators and 
executives is either pretty base or phony or 
timid before the voters and the lobbies. Our 
democratic processes have long been debased 

by massification. And there is an unusually 
close interlocking, in personnel and economy, 
between politics, the military, and the corpora 
tions. Thus, Federal auspices are not a likely 
offset for the commercial World of TV. In style 
and in many of its basic prejudices the World 
of Washington is very like the World of TV. 

(As I have argued elsewhere, however, there 
is a place for a government corporation to pro 
vide an official-high-level TV service, just as 

government can wisely underwrite classical rep 

ertory in opera and theater or standard editions 

of old authors, run national parks and muse 

ums, disseminate standard scientific, statistical, 
and hygienic information, and license through a 
board of Regents. Only it must resolutely keep 
its awkward hands off new art, contemporary 

politics, and on-going thought.) 
Newton Minow, late of the FCC, wanted 

both a high-standard government station and 
the proliferation of small independent stations 
that I am here asking for. With the ultra-high 
frequency bands requisite by law on all future 

TV-sets, eacfe region w^^^ 
outlets, and my hunch is that Minow tried to 
forestall the giant networks from horning in on 

the new ones. Apart from a penchant for Edu 

cational TV, however, he did not, so far as I 
know, publicize a plan for the assignment and 

financing of the new independents. 
3 

The graduated tax on mass-media paid into a 

special fund for independent countervailing 
communications is a suggestion for financing. 
It poses at once, however, the thorny problem of 

how to channel money, through Washington 
(and perhaps the States), to broadcasters, 

press, and theaters that will be not only free of 

government control but often, inevitably, op 

posed to the government that is paying for 
them. This is similar to the dilemma that arises 

when the Federal government subsidizes local 
education, but it is even more difficult and inter 

esting, since hopefully many of the independent 
media would deviate from both the nation and 
the locality. It is more exactly like the dilemma 
of government support of higher education and 
research, leading to the packing of faculties, 
the loss of faculty control, and the subtle dicta 
tion of research. 

The problem must be soluble. Any "plaus 
ible" principle of decentralization is better than 

what we have. By "plausible," I mean, for in 

stance, giving the licenses and subsidies to uni 
versities, counties and municipalities, local 

newspapers, groups nominated by artists or 

little magazines, off-center political parties. 
(Thus, the New York Board of Education is 

plausibly selected from a panel nominated by 
the local universities, the AFL-CIO, the Arch 

bishop, etc.; and the Board plausibly chooses 
its local boards from nominees of citizens' asso 

ciations like Hudson Guild, the American Jew 
ish Congress, etc. ) The aim is to insure a broad 

spectrum of ideas and attitudes, without too 
much pre-judgment of quality or even good 
sense. Certainly the people of the United States 
can tolerate (and ought to support) a couple of 
dozen broadcasters as independent as WBAI 
and KPFA; but at present, given the standard 
fare and no alternative ever presented, only 

New York City and the Bay Area can modestly 
support such stations. There is no doubt that 

with the stringent application of a principle of 

decentralization, the public will find itself en 

couraging Birchites, Communists, Racists, Jes 

uits, Provincial Bigots, Know Nothings 
? I 

give a list of persons that I myself consider dan 

gerous or misguided; but the usual Liberal 

^$88$^^ th? only, defense Qgmost 
local fanaticism and idiocy seems to me to be 

unduly panicky. Nowadays we do not speak 
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for decentralization like Jeffersonians, as a way 
of heightening the perfection of a rural society 
and maintaining the independence of the yeo 

men, but as a desperately needed leaven in a 

society whose national pressures are over 

whelming and whose centralized complexity is 
unliveable. Given so much inevitable conform 

ity, we can risk the conflicts of eccentricity. 

Anyway, to restore any meaning to democ 

racy, we must risk these conflicts. Let us say it 

formally: With the concentration and inter 

locking of the mass-media, we are now in a 

constitutional crisis. The immense presses and 

semi-monopolies in publishing, the growth of 
the ad-sustained magazine, the diminishing 
number of rival newspapers while the number 
of readers rapidly increases, the giant networks 

in broadcasting, the public relations of the cor 

porations and the press-releases of the govern 
ment, the crashing intervention of the state into 

the colleges and the gearing of elementary edu 
cation to those colleges 

? all this comes close 

to total brainwashing; and democracy is obvi 

ously unviable when communications add up to 

brainwashing. Merely negative control ? 
by 

regulation and the First Amendment ? is in 
sufficient, for the damage is done by swamping 
and outblaring, by buying up, and sometimes 
(as in broadcasting) by de facto censorship by 

publicly licensed private monopolists. 
In a constitutional crisis of this magnitude, 

we would require the political inventiveness of 
Madison and Jefferson themselves. Instead, ap 

parently as an effect of the brainwashing itself, 
there is almost no political inventiveness in the 

country. One seeks in vain for politics relevant 
to where we really are. 

I do not think that regulation is workable 

(except for flagrant abuses), and even if it 
were, it would give too much authority to the 

regulating agencies. To discourage technologi 
cal improvement, the increase of communica 

tions, seems to me to be neither moral nor wise. 

But a good antidote for the concentration of 
communications is to build in a countervailing 
tendency, by encouraging a proliferation of 

thought and style in a different mode: with 
many sources of decision, a modest economic 

scale, and independence of feudal and state 
control. 

4 

The idea of a tax on mass-media and, feed 

ing back, a countervailing fund for little broad 

casting, little theater, and dissenting press, is 

probably literally unconstitutional (I am not 
sure), but it is certainly in the political spirit of 

the Bill of Rights: to provide a stable forum in 
which progress can occur by democratic proc 
esses. 

Economically, the tax would be per capita 
infinitesimal, since the numbers are so vast and 
the purpose is neither big revenue nor deter 
rence. The essence of the fund, however dis 

tributed, would be to provide just minimal sup 
port just to get enterprises off the ground. What 
is sought is an atmosphere different from the 
established commercial and official, an atmos 

phere in which new thought and art can be gen 
erated, and we know that such activity thrives 
on making do and labor of love, on the absence 
of union rules, efficient administration, and 
Parkinson's Law. An average play on Broad 

way costs $100,000 to mount; off-Broadway 
$10,000; at the Judson Memorial Church $300. 

Housing by the Housing Authority costs $30 
million; more and better housing by a group of 

intelligent neighbors costs $8 million. WBAI 
costs, programming and broadcasting, $38 an 
hour! But it is necessary for a shoestring enter 

prise, if it is to have social effect, to have some 

continuity and be guaranteed a fair hearing. 
Envisage the fund in operation: For instance, 
it might underwrite a 5000 printing and means 
of circulation for a little magazine for two 
years, by which time the mag will either make 
its own way or mercifully lapse. Small town 
and urban-neighborhood papers and town and 

college broadcasting-stations, assisted for say 
five years, could try to become indispensable 
community voices and thereby self-supporting 
by means of audience-subscription and local 

advertising. Such small enterprises could prof 
itably federate and exchange programs, so long 
as each maintained its independent editorial de 
cision. Another kind of instance: Little thea 
ers, in construction, production, and perform 
ance, can be usefully regarded as Youth Work 

Camps, eg., as items in Senator Humphrey's 
bill of 1959. 

The prima facie objection to this proposal, 
or any other proposal with the same purpose, is, 
of course, Power. How can we expect a system 
of society to reform its communications when, 
because of the communications, it believes that 
the present situation is dandy? Rather, with 

increasing mass-communications increasingly 

interlocking without opposition, we drift into 
the peculiar totalitarianism of the center that 
looks just like the American way of life, the 

governors as much trapped in mindlessness as 

the governed. 
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